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Abstract— Organizations are looking for a way to collect, store and analyze log data in secure and economical manner. The 
emerging paradigm of cloud computing provide low cost opportunity for organizations to store and manage log data in a proper 
way. While storing log data in cloud it needs to ensure integrity, confidentiality and privacy of log data. Also proper authentication 
of client to the cloud service provider is important .Here proposed a cloud based log management system which addresses security 
and integrity issues during log generation, transmission, storage and retrieval. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION  

A log is a record of the events occurring within an organization’s systems and networks. Logs are composed of log 
entries; each entry contains information related to a specific event that has occurred within a system or network. Originally, 
logs were used primarily for troubleshooting problems, but logs now serve many functions within most organizations, such as 
optimizing system and network performance, recording the actions of users, and providing data useful for investigating 
malicious activity. Logs have evolved to contain information related to many different types of events occurring within 
networks and systems. Within an organization, many logs contain records related to computer security; common examples of 
these computer security logs are audit logs that track user authentication attempts and security device logs that record 
possible attacks. 

Since log files contain record of most system events including user activities, they become an important target for 
malicious attackers. An attacker, breaking into a system, typically would try not to leave traces of his or her activities behind. 
Consequently, the first thing an attacker often does is to damage log files or interrupt the logging services. Furthermore, the 
sensitive information contained in log files often directly contributes to confidentiality breaches. An example of this is when 
logs contain database transaction data. Frequently, log information can be helpful to an attacker in gaining unauthorized 
access to system. One example of this is the case when a user mistakenly enters her password in the username field while 
logging into a system. Logging programs will store the password as the user-id to record the information that a user has failed 
to log in. Last, but not least, information in log file can also be used to cause privacy breaches for users in the system since 
the log file contains record of all events in the system. 

In light of the above observations, it is very important that logging be provided in a secure manner and that the log 
records are adequately protected for a predetermined amount of time (maybe even indefinitely). Traditional logging protocols 
that are based on syslog have not been designed with such security features in mind. Security extensions that have been 
proposed, such as reliable delivery of syslog , forward integrity for audit logs , syslog-ng , and syslog-sign , often provide 
either partial protection, or do not protect the log records from end point attacks. In addition, log management requires 
substantial storage and processing capabilities. The log service must be able to store data in an organized manner and provide 
a fast and useful retrieval facility. Last, but not least, log records may often need to be made available to outside auditors who 
are not related to the organization. Deploying a secure logging infrastructure to meet all these challenges entails significant 
infrastructural support and capital expenses that many organizations may find overwhelming. 

The emerging paradigm of cloud computing promises a low cost opportunity for organizations to store and manage 
log records in a proper manner. Organizations can outsource the long-term storage requirements of log files to the cloud. The 
challenges of storing and maintaining the log records become a concern of the cloud provider. Since the cloud provider is 
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providing a single service to many organizations that it will benefit from economics of scale. Pushing log records to the 
cloud, however, introduces a new challenge in storing and maintaining log records. The cloud provider can be honest but 
curious. This means that it can try not only to get confidential information directly from log records, but also link log record 
related activities to their sources.  

This paper discusses the security issues involved in log management for a Secure Logging as a service and presents 
a design and implementation of a prototype delegating secure log manager. Here address security and integrity issues not 
only just during the log generation phase, but also during other stages in the log management process, including log 
collection, transmission, storage, and retrieval. In this project propose an architecture for the various components of the 
system and develop cryptographic protocols to address integrity and confidentiality issues with storing, maintaining, and 
querying log records at the honest but curious cloud provider and in transit. Also provide proper authentication methods 
while performing operations log data. 
 

II.  OBJECTIVE  

The aim of this paper is to make a framework for cloud-based log management system which has following properties. 
  
1) Correctness: Log data is useful only if it reflects true history of the system at the time of log generation. The stored log 
data should be correct, that is, it should be exactly the same as the one that was generated. 
2) Integrity: Integrity ensured in such a way that no one other than the creator of the log can introduce valid entries. In 
addition, once those entries are created they cannot be manipulated without detection. No one can prevent an attacker who 
has compromised the logging system from altering what that system will put in future log entries. One cannot also prevent an 
attacker from deleting any log entries that have not already been pushed to another system. The goal of a secure audit log in 
this case is to make sure that the attacker cannot alter existing log entries (i.e., the precompromise log entries) and that any 
attempts to delete or alter existing entries  will be detected. 
3) Verifiability: It must be possible to check that all entries in the log are present and have not been altered. Each entry must 
contain enough information to verify its authenticity independent of others. If some entries are altered or deleted, the ability 
to individually verify the remaining entries (or blocks of entries) makes it possible to recover some useful information from 
the damaged log. Moreover, the individual entries must be linked together in a way that makes it possible to determine 
whether any entries are missing . 
4) Confidentiality: Log records should not be casually browse able or searchable to gather sensitive information. Legitimate 
search access to users such as auditors or system administrators should be allowed. In addition, since no one can prevent an 
attacker who has compromised the logging system from accessing sensitive information that the system will put in future log 
entries, the goal is to protect the precompromised log records from confidentiality breaches. 
 
5) Privacy: Log records should not be casually traceable or linkable to their sources during transit and in storage. 

 

III.  RELATED WORK  

A number of approaches have been proposed for logging information in computing systems. Most of these approaches 
are based on syslog which is the de facto standard for network wide logging protocol . The syslog protocol uses UDP to 
transfer log information to the log server. Thus, there is no reliable delivery of log messages. Moreover, syslog does not 
protect log records during transit or at the end-points. 

Syslog-ng  is a replacement that is backward compatible with syslog. Some of its features include support for IPv6, 
capability to transfer log messages reliably using TCP, and filtering the content of logs using regular expressions. Syslog ng 
prescribes log record encryption using SSL during transmission so as to protect the data from confidentiality and integrity 
breaches while in transit. However, syslog-ng does not protect against log data modifications when it resides at an end-point. 
Syslog-sign is an another enhancement to syslog that adds origin authentication, message integrity, replay resistance, 
message sequencing, and detection of missing messages by using two additional messages—“signature blocks” and 
“certificate blocks.” Unfortunately, if signature blocks associated with log records get deleted after authentication, tamper 
evidence and forward integrity is only partially fulfilled. Syslog-sign also does not provide confidentiality or privacy during 
the transmission of data or at the end points. 

Syslog-pseudo  proposes a logging architecture to pseudonymize log files. The main idea is that log records are first 
processed by a pseudonymizer before being archived. The pseudonymizer filters out identifying features from specific fields 
in the log record and substitutes them with carefully crafted pseudonyms. Thus, strictly speaking, this protocol does not 
ensure correctness of logs. That is, the log records that are stored are not the same as the ones that are generated. The other 
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problem with this paper is that while the protocol anonymizes each log record individually it does not protect log records 
from attacks that try to correlate a number of anonymized records. Our objective, on the other hand, is precisely this. 
Moreover, privacy breaches that can occur from scenarios such as the user erroneously typing the userid in a password field 
(as discussed earlier) or identifying information available in fields that are not anonymized, are also not addressed in this 
paper. The Anonymouse log file anonymizer  performs a similar anonymization of identifying information by substitution 
with default values or more coarse values. However, the problem with this paper is that if the original values are needed in 
investigation, they cannot be restored. Neither syslog-pseudo nor anonymouse log file anonymizer protects log records from 
confidentiality and integrity violations and other end-point attacks. 

Reliable-syslog  aims to implement reliable delivery of syslog messages. It is built on top of the blocks extensible 
exchange protocol which runs over TCP to provide the required reliable delivery service. The Reliable syslog protocol allows 
device authentication and incorporates mechanisms to protect the integrity of log messages and protect against replay attacks 
of log data; however it does not prevent against confidentiality or privacy breaches at the end-points or during transit. 

 

IV.  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

The overall architecture of the cloud based secure log management system is shown in figure 1. There are four 
major functional components in this system. 

 
1)Web user :The user who uses the online image purchasing system.The registered users can purchase images .The user id 
will be hidden in each purchased image to prevent misuse of image. 

 
Fig.1 System architecture for cloud-based secure logging. 

 

2) Log Generators: These are the computing devices that generate log data. When a user access the application that will be 
tracked by log generator and stored temporarily until it push into logging client. 
3) Logging Client : The logging client is a collector that receives groups of log records generated by one or more log 
generators, and prepares the log data so that it can be pushed to the cloud for long term storage. The log data is transferred 
from the generators to the client in batches, either on a schedule, or as and when needed depending on the amount of log data 
waiting to be transferred. The logging client incorporates security protection on batches of accumulated log data and pushes 
each batch to the logging cloud. Logging client can also retrieve and delete log data that stored on logging cloud. 
4) Logging Cloud: The logging cloud provides long term storage and maintenance service to log data received from different 
logging clients. The logging cloud is maintained by a cloud service provider. Only those logging clients who have subscribed 
to the logging cloud’s services can upload data to the cloud. The cloud, on request from a logging client can also delete log 
data and perform log rotation. Before the logging cloud will delete or rotate log data it needs a proof from the requester that 
the latter is authorized to make such a request. The logging client generates such a proof. 
. 
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V. THREAT MODEL  

In this project assume a Dolev–Yao attacker model for the system which allows the attacker the following capabilities. 
1) The attacker can intercept any message sent over the Internet. 
2) The attacker can synthesize, replicate, and replay messages in his possession. 
3) The attacker can be a legitimate participant of the network or can try to impersonate legitimate hosts. 
 

 In addition, the attacker can attempt to read, delete, and modify data stored in the logging cloud. Given this attack 
model, the different types of attacks scenarios that we seek to protect against are as follows. 

 
1) Replay of Log Messages: The attacker records a set of log messages “M” sent by a logging client to the logging cloud. 
Later, the attacker attacks the logging client and, in order to hide evidence about the attack, sends “M” to the logging cloud. 
2) Integrity of Transmitted and Stored Log Data: The attacker has access to the communication medium and can modify data 
during the transmission. 
3) Authenticity of Logging Client: The attacker impersonates as the logging client and begins sending log messages to the 
logging cloud. 
4) Confidentiality of Log Messages. During transmission the attacker intercepts and reads log messages. In addition, the 
attacker reads log data stored at the logging cloud. 
5) Privacy of Logging Client or Log Generators: The attacker can actively try to correlate log messages or network traffic to 
associate these messages with specific logging client, log monitor or log generators, causing privacy breaches. 

 
We assume an honest but curious threat model for the logging cloud. This means that the cloud provider is always 

available and correctly provides the services that are expected. However, it may try to breach confidentiality or privacy of 
any data that is stored locally. 

 

VI . LOG BATCH PREPARATION FOR SECURE STORAGE  

The log data arrives at the logging client as a series of messages L1, L2, …. Ln. Each Li  contains a group of log records 
generated by a log generator. The logging client uploads prepared log records in batches of n. The value n is determined 
randomly at the beginning of each log batch preparation. Also K0 is the initial random key for encryption. 

 
TABLE I.: SYMBOLS USED IN LOG BATCH PREPARATION PROTOCOL 

 

Symbols Used Interpretation   

Ep[M] Encryption of message M with 
some secret key p 

  

M1||M2 Concatenation of messages M1 and 
M2 

  

H[M] Cryptographic hash of message M   

TS A global timestamp   

 
 

1) Before any log data arrives at the logging client, the logging client creates a special first log entry L0 =<TS, log-
Initialization, n>. It then encrypts this log entry with key   K0    
and computes the hash code of H0 =H[EK0[L0]]  for the encrypted entry. The client adds the resulting first log entry for the 
current batch- < EK0[L 0], H0 >- to the log file. 
 
2) The logging client then computes new encryption key K1=H[K0] and securely erases the previous key and waits for the 
next message to arrive. 
 
3) When the first log message L1 arrives ,the logging client creates a record M1=L1|| H[EK0[L0]] .It encrypts M1 with the key 
K1 , and creates hash code for the resulting data as H1=H[E K1[M 1]] . It also computes an aggregated hash code 
H1

`=H[H0||H1||n] .The log batch entry is < E K1[M 1], H1> . It then creates the next key K2=H[K1] and deletes K0. 
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4)For every new log data Li that the logging client subsequently receives , it creates log file entries <EKi[M i],Hi> , where 
M i=Li||Hi-1 and Hi=H[EKi[M i]] . It also creates the aggregated hash code Hi

`=H[Hi-1||Hi ||n-i+1]. Once  Hi
` has been generated, 

Hi-1 is securely deleted. The client finally creates new key Ki+1=H[K i] and securely erases the key Ki.    
 
5)After the client creates the last log entry Mn for the current batch from the last log data Ln, it creates a special log close 
entry LC=<EKn+1[TS,log-close||Hn],H[EKn+1[TS,log-close||Hn]]> and an aggregated hash code Hn-1

` .It then securely deletes 
the existing encryption key and uploads resulting log batch and aggregated hash code to the logging cloud as one unit.       
                                                                                                                                  

 

 
Fig 2. Log batch uploaded on cloud with aggregated hash code 

 

Analysis 

Following is a brief analysis of the protocol. 
 
1) Correctness: Since we use a reliable delivery mechanism of log records from log generators to the logging clients, the 
records generated by a generator are the ones received by the logging client and used in the log batch preparation. The 
logging client does not modify the log records in any manner except adding hash codes and encryption. Thus, correctness is 
ensured. 
 
2) Integrity:  If any log record between L0 and Ln, say Li, has been modified or replaced this will result in failure of validation 
for corresponding hash value Hi. The same will be the case  for log close entry. 

If any single or sequence of log records has been deleted, say Li+1, . . . ,Lt , this will be reflected during validation of 
the hash value Ht+1. 

If any log files or hash values are replaced by new one then that will result in failure of validation of aggregated 
hash value. 

If the attacker deletes some trailing log records on the logging client,  existing aggregated  hash value will be 
rendered invalid. In addition ,since the attacker does not know the value of n ,it cannot forge a new aggregated hash code. 
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3) Confidentiality: Since the log records are protected by the encryption keys K0, . . . ,Kn they cannot be deciphered without 
having the relevant keys. If an attacker compromises the logging client, it can at most obtain a key Ki that is relevant for log 
records yet to arrive. It cannot break precompromise log records. 
 
 
 
 

VII.UPLOAD, RETRIEVAL AND DELETION OF LOG DATA 

Logging client can perform three operations on log data.1) Upload prepared log batches to logging cloud ,2) 
Retrieve stored log data from logging cloud 3) Delete stored log data on logging cloud. The logging client needs register to 
the cloud provider before performing operations. The cloud provider accept requests from only authorized clients.At the time 
of registration, cloud provider give a unique key to each client. 

 
1)Upload log data 

The logging client uploads data in batches where each batch is delimited by a start-of-log record and an end-of-log 
record. The cloud provider will accept log records only from its authorized clients. A two-step verification method is 
provided to authenticate logging clients to logging cloud. First the client authenticate using static username and password  
and then using a One Time Password(OTP). Also use MATH CAPTCHA to prevent botnet attacks. 

 
After authenticating successfully logging client can upload log data to cloud. The cloud provider stores the log data 

along with client’s id and date. 
2)Retrieval of log data 
 
The logging client can retrieve all log records or can perform date wise search on the stored log data at cloud. 
First the client authenticate using static username and password and then using the unique key of each client.After 
authenticating successfully cloud provider send encrypted log data to client and client decrypt it using  key. 
3)Deletion of log data 

 
To delete log data logging client needs to authenticate properly to logging cloud. Two step verification is used.First the client 
authenticate using static username and password and then using an OTP. After authenticating successfully client can perform 
deletion on log data. 
 

VIII.CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK 
 

Logging plays a very important role in the proper operation of an organization’s information processing system. 
However, maintaining logs securely over long periods of time is difficult and expensive in terms of the resources needed. The 
emerging paradigm of cloud computing promises a more economical alternative. In this project, we proposed a complete 
system to securely outsource log records to a cloud provider. We reviewed existing solutions and identified problems in the 
current operating system based logging services such as syslog and practical difficulties in some of the existing secure 
logging techniques. We then proposed a comprehensive scheme that addresses security and integrity issues not just during the 
log generation phase, but also during other stages in the log management process, including log collection, transmission, 
storage and retrieval. 

In this paper proposed an online image purchasing system and management of its audit logs in a secure manner. 
Cryptographic protocols are used to provide security to log data. The main advantage over existing log management schemes 
is that the proposed system provide authentications methods to perform operations on log data in a user friendly way. 
Authentication methods used in this system is familiar (OTP, CAPTCHA) and most commonly used now a days. So the 
proposed system ensure secure log management in a user friendly way. 

Current implementation of the logging client is loosely coupled with the operating system based logging. In the 
future, we plan to refine the log client implementation so that it is tightly integrated with the OS to replace current log 
process. 
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